Aviation Tycoon
By Ted Cheatham
A game for 2-5 players
Overview
The airline industry is a cut throat business of thin margins and high costs. During
de-regulation of the US airlines, many companies looked for investors to raise capital.
In this game you will invest in four major airlines and assist them in moving passengers to amass the most
money at the end of the game. The best investor will be the winner and earn the title, Aviation Tycoon!
Components
1 Board depicting the US and the established airline hubs and routes.
35 cubes (5 each in 7 colors) representing commercial passengers
1 Draw Bag
4 sets of 14 Stock Shares - One set for each major airline.
4 President Certificates. One for each airline.
10 Special Action (start) cards
4 Airline Banks
1 Start Player card
48 Airline Route markers (one set per airline)
10 Event cards
1 Turn marker
Money
Note: Minor rule changes for two players will follow these rules.
Set up
1. Place the Board on the center of the table.
2. Place the Turn marker on the appropriate Turn Track, based on the number of players.
3. Put the 35 colored Cubes into a Draw Bag within easy reach.
4. Pick a banker and have the Money ready for dispersing as needed.
5. Shuffle the Stock Shares - forming a draw deck. Deal each player two Shares of stock face down* (each
player may look at their Shares, but they are kept secret from the other players and are considered to be in
their hand).
*Deal three Shares of stock face down to each player in a three player game.
6. Draw the top 3 Shares and put them face up beside the draw pile so they are visible.
7. Remove the Start Player card from the Special Action cards (gray border). Shuffle the remaining Special
Action cards and deal out one card per player. Determine a Start Player...perhaps whoever most recently
flew on an airline, and give them the Start Player card. Each player should then display their Special Action
card(s) face up on the table in front of them showing what special action they will have for the first turn. Set
the remaining Special Action cards aside for use later in the game.
8. Place the four Airline Banks beside the board.
9. Shuffle the Event cards (black border) and place it within easy reach.

Game Play
The game is played over a specified number of turns based on the number of players as indicated on the specific Turn Track. No player actually owns any of the airlines in the game, or plays a specific color, but instead
they are investors in the entire Aviation market. You will need to place Airline Markers, deliver passengers
(Cubes), and try to generate revenue for the airlines so that you can collect payouts from the Shares you
own. The person with the most money at the end of the game will earn the title of the one and only Aviation
Tycoon!
Each Turn is played in steps.
1. Advance the Turn Marker. On the first turn, place the Turn Marker on number 1 on the appropriate Turn
Track. On subsequent turns, advance the Turn Marker to the next highest number. The game ends after the
designated number of Turns. (eight turns with 2 or 4 players, nine turns with 3 players, and ten turns with 5
players)
2. Turn over an Event card (black card backs). There will be a new Event card every Turn which will affect all
players during that Turn.
3. Commercial passenger allocation (Cube draw) –On the very first turn only, draw two colored Cubes from
the Draw Bag and place them on each of the seven cities, one city at a time. If you draw a Cube that is the
same color as the city you are drawing for, put the Cube back into the Draw Bag. Do not draw another.
A city may never have a Cube on it that matches the color of the city.
On subsequent turns, only draw enough Cubes per city to bring the total number of cubes in each city back
up to two cubes. For example, if a city has two or more cubes already, no new cubes are drawn for that city. If
a city has one cube, only one new cube will be drawn (and it would be discarded if it were the same color as
that city when drawn).
First Turn Only Rule: If four or more cities do not have any Cubes on the first turn, draw an additional Cube
for each city with less than two Cubes, using the above rules. Continue this step until at least four cities have
at least one Cube on it.
Example: After drawing Cubes, Seattle, Dallas, Miami, and Los Angeles have no Cubes on them, Denver
and New York have one Cube, and Atlanta has two Cubes. Since there are four cities with no Cubes, another
round of Cubes is drawn for each city, including Denver and New York since they only have one Cube.
4. Player Actions. Beginning with the Start Player and proceeding clockwise, each player will take all of their
actions in the following order:
a. Special Actions –You may use one of the Special Action cards that is in front of you. Each of your cards
may be used only once. These cards typically will

effect a different part of your action, and the effect is to be applied in that part. For example, if your Special
Action card says you may place two Airline Markers on a Route during this turn, you would apply this effect
in step c.
b. Draw a Share. You may take one of the face-up Shares or draw a random Share from the top of the draw
pile. As soon as you take a face up Share, it is immediately replaced with a new one from the draw pile. The
Share you draw is placed into your hand, and you then you must place a Share from your hand face up in
front of you on the table. A Share is considered in play only when face up and in front of you on the table.
The first time a Share of an Airline is in play, the player who placed it takes the President Certificate of that
color Airline. The President Certificate of an airline identifies the player with the most stock in that color Airline and each President get a bonus of $1,000 from that colors’ bank at the beginning of that Airlines’ payout
(step 7). It does not count as a Share for payout purposes.
If, at any point, a player acquires more Shares of an airline than the current President of that airline, then
they take away the President Certificate. In case of a tie, the player who currently has the President Certificate
keeps it.
Hand Size: You may keep up to two Shares hidden in your hand until the first scoring turn and only one
Share hidden after the first scoring*. If at any time you have more than the specified number of Shares, you
must play them face up on the table in front of you. Your hand of Shares is considered hidden, and not in
play. Your Hand is equal to the number of Scoring Rounds in the game, i.e. 2 in a two, four, or five player
game and 3 in a three player game. At the beginning of each Scoring Turn you will reveal one of your hidden
Shares from your hand starting with the first player, then in clockwise order.
*Note: for three players deal each player three Shares at the start instead of two. You may keep three Shares
hidden until the first scoring, two until the second scoring, and one Share until the third scoring.
Note: Any Share you draw may be added to your hand and kept hidden. You do not have to keep the original dealt Shares hidden....but, you must follow the rules to only keep a certain number of Shares in your hand
hidden.
c. Place an Airline Route marker. You may take an Airline Route marker from supply (not the Board) and
place it on a matching empty space on the Board. The marker and the space must match. If all the Airline
Route markers are placed, then you skip this step.
Example: John decides to add a Jungle Airlines Route marker to the board. There are three empty green
spaces on the route from Miami to Dallas, so he places a marker on one of those empty spaces.

The direction of the Airline Route markers do not matter for pickup, or delivery. For Example, a player may
choose to deliver a Cube from New York to Los Angeles on the Mountain Airlines Route, or a Cube from
Los Angeles to New York, as the direction of the planes on the Routes do not matter. Also, the colors of the
airlines do not affect passengers. Any color passenger may travel on any color airline.
d. Move a passenger (Cube). In this phase you may move a passenger to his home city (a city that matches
the color of the passenger/cube). You may only move a passenger that can reach his home city. At the beginning of the game, passengers are only allowed to travel one Route, and if they cannot reach their home, they
may not be moved.
Example: There is a red passenger (home city: Los Angeles) in Dallas. There is no direct flight from Dallas to
Los Angeles, so this passenger cannot be moved at the start of the game.About half way through the game,
Passengers can travel two routes instead of just one. When this happens is marked on the turn track. If it were
later in the game, the red passenger would be able to make it to Los Angeles, if the player choses.
A Passenger isn’t limited to which routes it takes. When moving two Routes, one Route can be one Airline,
and the second Route could be a different Airline or even the same Airline.
When you move a Passenger home, the Airlines whose Routes you took collect revenue and place it in their
Airlines bank. Revenue is not collected from players, it is collected from the supply. The amount of revenue
collected is $1,000 per Route, plus $1,000 for each Airline Route marker along the Route or Routes taken.
Note: a Special Action can let you move an extra air Route. Once a commercial passenger (Cube) reaches its
home city, the Cube is put back into the draw bag.
Example: James decides to move a red Cube (commercial passenger) in New York to Los Angeles on turn
number 7. Since James has several blue airline Shares and several red airline Shares, he decides to move the
Cube from New York over the blue Route to Seattle and then down the red Route into Los Angeles instead of
taking a direct Route. He can move this Cube two Routes since it is turn 7. Since the Cube traveled over a
blue Route with four blue Airline markers, $5,000 is put into the blue bank. Also, since the Cube moved over
a red Route with two red Airline markers, $3,000 is put into the red bank. Had this been turn 3, the red Cube
in New York could only travel over one Route from New York to Los Angeles and $3k would be put in the appropriate bank, either blue or red depending on which Route was used (but not both).
f. Marketing. If you cannot or do not want to move a passenger (Cube), take a random Cube from the Draw
Bag. Keep this Cube. You may put this Cube on any city on a future Turn (not in a city of the same color as
the Cube). There is no

limit to the number of Cubes a city can have, only a limit to the number of Cubes placed in cities during the
beginning of each Turn.
NOTE: You can only market if you do not move a cube on your turn.
6. End of turn. After all players have taken the above Player Actions in player order it is the end of the Turn.
At the end of the Turn the following things occur:
Move your Special Action card(s) and the Start Player card (if you have it) to the player to your left and begin
the next Turn. During the course of the game, the Special Action/Start Player cards will be rotated clockwise
around the table every Turn so that each player will be able to use the benefits of each Special Action card
once.
After all Special Action/Start Player cards have rotated around the table once they should be discarded
and new ones should be drawn.
Note: This always happens at the end of a scoring round. (see below after Airline payout)
If the Turn Marker is on a red space there is an Airline payout at the end of this Turn. See Airline
Payout below.
If the game is not over, go back to Number 1 above, Advance the Turn Marker.
7. Airline Payout. Payout only occurs at the end of Turns that are red on the Turn Track. For example with
four players there will be an Airline payout on turns 4 and 8.
a. Play a Share. Each player must select one of their hidden Shares (from their hand) to play to the
table (starting with the First Player, then clockwise) before the payout. Remember you started the game
with two hidden Shares (note differences for the three player game) and could keep two hidden until the first
payout. At this point one must be played. The other is kept hidden until the final payout. This may change
majority control in an Airline and cause the President Certificate of some Airlines to change/move to another
player.
b. Payout. Each Airline will now payout its profits to its Share holders. Each Airline will do all the steps below
starting with Jungle Airlines, then Desert Airlines, then Mountain Airlines and finally Ocean Airlines.
1. The player with the President Certificate of this Airline will take a $1,000 bonus from that airlines’
bank (on the first round only of each payout).
2. The President will then take $1,000 per Share of stock they own from that Airlines’ bank.
3. If you have paid the President (player with the most stock) their full amount and there is still money
left in that Airlines’ bank, pay the player with the second

most amount of Shares $1,000 per Share of stock they own. In case of a tie, resolve it by First Player or closest
clockwise to the First Player. Repeat for third, fourth, and fifth player (if applicable).
4. If all players have been paid, and money remains in the Airlines bank, go back to the player with the
President Certificate and start paying again, as specified above, but they do not get the $1,000 bonus this time
(they only earn for their Shares now). Repeat steps 1-4 until the money in this Airlines’ bank runs out. Repeat
this process for each Airline until all 4 airlines have had a payout.
Example of a stock payout: We are paying out Mountain Airlines (red). Andy has 4 shares, Brenda
has 2 shares (and is the first player), Charlie has 2 shares, and Don has 1 share. There is $21,000 in the Mountain Airlines bank. The payout would be as follows:
		
Andy $4,000 (+ a $1,000 bonus for holding the President Certificate)
		
Brenda $2,000 (is paid before Charlie because she is first player)
Charlie $2,000
		Don $1,000
Since there is still money left, we continue to pay back at the start,
		
Andy $4,000 (this time there is no President Certificate bonus)
		
Brenda $2,000 (is paid before Charlie again because she is first player)
Charlie $2,000
		Don $1,000
Since there is still money left, $2,000 to be exact, we continue to pay back at the start,
		
Andy $2,000 – not his full $4,000 due because not enough remains.
Now the money is all gone and Mountain Airlines has finished its payout. Here would be the final
money from that payout:
		Andy $11,000
		Brenda $4,000
		Charlie $4,000
		Don $2,000
8. Reset the Special Action cards. Take all the Special Action cards that were used by each of the players and
remove them from the game. From the remaining Special Action cards that were set aside during set up, deal
a new card to each player. Each player should then display their new Special Action card face up on the table
in front of them showing what actions they will have for the upcoming turn.
Note: The Start Player card remains with the player who had it last. Thus, the person who played last
at the end of the scoring turn will be the start player for the next turn.
Game end
The game ends after the number of Turns listed on the Turn Track. Whoever has the most money wins the
game and is crowned the Aviation Tycoon.

Two player Rules
The following changes are needed for the two player game.
Set up
1. Deal out two Special Action cards to each player instead of one.
2. Use the two player Turn Track.
3. Deal out 4 hidden Shares to each player.
Player Turns
a. Special Actions. Since each player was dealt two Special Action cards they now have a choice on the first
turn of which of the two cards to play. When they play a Special Action card on Turn one it should be turned
90 degrees to its side to show it has been used. As a result, the player may only use the other Special Action
card on the next Turn. This is always the case since you will have two cards on turn 3, 5, and 7. Note: there
is a card that allows you to use one of your opponents Special Action cards.....you may use a card they have
turned 90 degrees.
b. Draw a Share. No Change
c. Place and Airline marker. In the two player game you may place two Airline Route markers instead of one.
However, you must place two different colored Airline markers.
Note: a card allows you to place an additional Airline marker. This additional marker may be the same color
as a previously placed marker.
d. Move a passenger. On your turn you may move two passengers instead of one. The Route restrictions still
apply.
e. Pay the airlines for passenger movement. No change.
f. Marketing. Since you are moving two passengers in the two player game, for each passenger you do not
move you may take a random Cube from the Draw Bag.
6. End of Turn
In the two player game there is a special phase after turn 2 and turn 6 as indicated on the score track. During this phase each player simultaneously places one of their secret stock cards face up on the table and then
passes their two special action cards to the other player. Note: In these special phases the start player card is
passed to the other player so that player A starts on turns 1 and 3 and player B starts on turns 5 and 7.
Note: you are playing face up one of your secret stock cards after turn 2, turn 4, after turn 6, and turn 8.

7. Stock Payout
The stock payout has a very minor change relating to the President Certificates.
When it is time to pay out for each airline, if there is a tie in the number of Shares held by each player, the
player holding the President Share card for that airline is considered to have one additional share. This power
is only available if there is a tie!
Example: Ocean Airlines payout
Player A			
Player B
President			
3 shares			
3 shares
Since there is a tie with 3 shares each, the President is considered to have an additional share and in the payout round, Player A would have 4 shares and Player B would have 3 shares.
Example: Desert Airlines payout
Player A			
Player B
President
4 shares			
3 shares
In this case, there is no tie in the number of shares for Desert Airlines. The President Certificate has no value.
Player A has 4 shares and Player B has 3 shares for payout.
Card text
Special Action cards and Event cards may be slightly confusing during the two player game since you can
only place one Route or move one Cube in the 3-5 player game. For purposes of clarification, assume you
may use a Special Action or Event for only one of your Cube movements or Route placements.

